# Third Grade Reading Street

## Unit 1.2 What About Me?  
**Genre:** Fable

### Tested Vocabulary Words:
1. carpenter – someone who builds with wood  
2. carpetmaker – a rug weaver  
3. knowledge – having information, facts, and ideas  
4. marketplace – place where people meet to buy and sell  
5. merchant – someone who buys and sells goods  
6. plenty - more than enough  
7. straying – wandering away  
8. thread – thin twisted cord

### Spelling Words:
1. pennies  
2. inches  
3. plants  
4. families  
5. bodies  
6. glasses  
7. wishes  
8. pockets  
9. lists  
10. copies  
11. parties  
12. bunches  
13. crashes  
14. supplies  
15. pencils  
16. accidents  
17. libraries  
18. mysteries  
19. carpenters  
20. merchants

### Amazing Words:
1. barter – to trade by exchanging one kind of goods for other goods without using money  
2. Peddler- one who sells goods in the street or from door to door  
3. Expensive-costing a lot of money; having a high price  
4. Worthless-without use or value  
5. Permanent- lasting or intended to last forever; not temporary  
6. Obvious- easy for anyone to see or understand; clear  
7. Wilt- to lose freshness and become limp.  
8. Lovely-beautiful in appearance  
9. Mania- an extreme desire or enthusiasm

### Phonics and Spelling:
Plurals–s, -es

### Strategies:
Sequence, Summarize,  
Word Structure, Compound Words

### Grammar:
Subjects & Predicates

### Writing Trait of the Week:
Conventions